BOOKS TOO GOOD TO MISS
If You Like this Series or Movie... Read This

Some titles may be available through interlibrary loan. Please ask if you need assistance.

SERIES

**Demon Slayer**
Alameda, Courtney & Valynne E. Maetani. **SEVEN DEADLY SHADOWS**
Akutami, Gege. **JUJUTSU KAISEN VOL. 1* (Manga)**
Baker, Kylie Lee. **KEEPER OF THE NIGHT***
Kagawa, Julie. **SHADOW OF THE FOX***

**Euphoria**
Deaver, Mason. **I WISH YOU ALL THE BEST***
Gilbert, Kelly Loy. **WHEN WE WERE INFINITE**
Glasgow, Kathleen. **YOU’D BE HOME NOW**
LaCour, Nina. **WE ARE OKAY**
Nazemian, Abdi. **THE CHANDLER LEGACIES**

**One of Us is Lying**
Àbíké-Íyímídé, Faridah. **ACE OF SPADES**
Goodman, Jessica. **THEY WISH THEY WERE US**
Jackson, Holly. **A GOOD GIRL’S GUIDE TO MURDER***
Peterfreund, Diana. **IN THE HALL WITH A KNIFE***
Thomas, Kara. **THAT WEEKEND**

*Title is one in a series/companion novel

**Shadow & Bone**
Chokshi, Roshani. **THE GILDED WOLVES***
England, M.K. **SPELLHACKER**
Forna, Namina. **THE GILDED ONES***
Silvera, Adam. **INFINITY SON***

**Cruel Summer**
Flynn, Laurie Elizabeth. **ALL EYES ON HER**
Heard, Wendy. **SHE’S TOO PRETTY TO BURN**
Lyu, Sarah. **THE BEST LIES**
Nijkamp, Marieke. **EVEN IF WE BREAK**

**Squid Games**
Eshbaugh, Julie. **CROWN OF OBLIVION**
Foody, Amanda & Christine Lynn Herman. **ALL OF US VILLAINS***
Liggett, Kim. **THE GRACE YEAR**
McNeil, Gretchen. **#MURDERTRENDING***
Urban, Diana. **THESE DEADLY GAMES**
### SERIES

**Stranger Things**
- Anderson, Lily. *SCOUTS HONOR*
- Herman, Christine Lynn. *THE DEVOURING GRAY*
- Power, Rory. *WILDER GIRLS*
- Riley, Brett. *FREAKS*
- Sutherland, Krystal. *HOUSE OF HOLLOW*

**WandaVision**
- Carey, Anna. *THIS IS NOT THE JESS SHOW*
- Elle, J. *WINGS OF EBONY*
- La Sala, Ryan. *REVERIE*
- Lewis, Jessica. *BAD WITCH BURNING*

**All American**
- Buford, Candace. *KNEEL*
- Buxbaum, Julie. *YEAR ON FIRE*
- Hammonds Reed, Christina. *THE BLACK KIDS*
- Johnson, Kim. *THIS IS MY AMERICA*
- Jones, Kimberly & Gilly Segal. *WHY WE FLY*

### MOVIES

**Black Widow**
- Mather, Adriana. *KILLING NOVEMBER*
- Sarif, Shamim. *THE ATHENA PROTOCOL*
- Teerdhala, Swati. *THE TIGER AT MIDNIGHT*

**Along for the Ride**
- Culli, Lindsey Roth. *SAY YES SUMMER*
- Lord, Emma. *YOU HAVE A MATCH*
- Solomon, Rachel Lynn. *WE CAN'T KEEP MEETING LIKE THIS*
- Walther, K.L. *THE SUMMER OF BROKEN RULES*
- West, Kasie. *SUNKISSED*

**In the Heights/West Side Story**
- Acevedo, Elizabeth. *CLAP WHEN YOU LAND*
- Clayton, Dhonielle, et al. *BLACKOUT*
- Onomé, Louisa. *LIKE HOME*
- Sepetys, Ruta. *THE FOUNTAINS OF SILENCE*
- Williams, Ismée. *THIS TRAIN IS BEING HELD*

**Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Seven Rings**
- Gong, Chloe. *THES VIOLENT DELIGHTS*
- Zhao, Katie. *THE DRAGON WARRIOR*
- Zhao, Xiran Jay. *ZACHARY YING AND THE DRAGON EMPEROR*

### MUSIC

**K-POP**
- Cho, Kat. *ONCE UPON A K-POP PROM*
- Goo, Maurene. *SOMEBEYONDEOULYKENOW*
- Jung, Jessica. *SHINE*
- Lee, Lyla. *I’LL BE THE ONE*
- Oh, Axie. *XOXO*
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